
Madam Chair and Finance Committee members: 
 
On behalf of the 32,000 men and women who work in Minnesota’s forest products industry, we are 
extremely concerned about the uncalculated costs and rate impacts if SF 1456 were to pass.  Doing so 
would put job providers and large power users such as paper mills at an even greater operating 
disadvantage than the mills face today. According to the U. S. Energy Information Administration, 
electric rates for industrial loads in Minnesota have increased 86 percent since 2002. During that same 
span, Minnesota’s forest products industry has experienced mill closures and industry retraction 
resulting in more than 2,300 jobs lost.  
 
The cost drivers and accelerated investment associated with SF 1456 will not help this trend – and will 
continue to make Minnesota manufacturers less competitive on a national and global scale.  
 
This bill will severely impact a vital Minnesota industry that is already struggling against worldwide 
competition and pressure. On top of that, add COVID-19 to the list of mounting pressures, which will 
linger for years. Passing this bill would send the wrong message to rural communities and large 
employers at the wrong time. 
 
As an industry, Minnesota’s forest products companies have sustainability goals and initiatives in place, 
and incorporate those goals into our business practices in a way that makes us better as an industry, as 
employers, and as socially responsible corporate citizens.  We incorporate those goals in a sustainable, 
fiscally responsible fashion.  
 
We believe it only makes sense that the same line of thinking is considered as we move toward 
alternative energy generation sources in the future. Mandating an accelerated path to alternative 
energy sources without significant rate protections threatens existing industries and jobs and is not the 
answer. 
 
Before taking any action, we urge the committee to investigate the actual costs of this bill, because 
existing power plants will be shuttered well before their expected end of life and additional generation, 
utility-scale storage (for renewables) and transmission will need to be added to offset the power supply 
that is lost. That all comes with a cost – and an especially disproportionate cost to large power users – 
who also happen to provide thousands of jobs in rural areas. 
 
Please do not pass this bill. 
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